X.

PacIOOS Projects

As PacIOOS evolved from instrument deployment and model development, the
coincident data infrastructure became robust to the point where PacIOOS could host
individual project pages. These were envisioned as web instances for fixed-term,
self-contained efforts. Ongoing data collection or products still get handled in the
main PacIOOS DMS, but the project pages were setup to handle “one-off” type tools
and services.

A.

Hawaiian Islands Sentinel Site

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/hawaiisentinel/index.php
I can’t remember when this was done, or who did it, but it is a series of flat web
pages describing the Hawaiian Islands Sentinel Site Cooperative (SSC).

B.

Waianae Ordnance Reef

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/waianae/waianaeoverview.php
This page was a simple way to allow distribution of some data collected off the
Waianae Coast in 2009. The project involved Margaret McManus, Brian Powell, and
others. The main project was done under the direction of NOAA’s Office of Response
and Restoration (ORR). ORR was required to provide the data on a public URL, so
PacIOOS was asked to host the site. The page was designed simply to provide the
data. The descriptions and maps are all static, and data are available by rightclick/save-as.
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C.

Radionuclide around Hawaii

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/fukushima/index.php
PacIOOS was “contracted” by Henrietta Dulaiova (UH/G&G) to distribute her results
regarding radionuclide measurements in the Pacific following the Tohoku
earthquake and Fukushima power plant problems. This set of pages has some data
and flat html. It was funded via recharge, and Henrietta decided on the page content
and layout. This was the first set of pages to be done via recharge.

D.

Tiger Shark Tracking

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/sharks/
Kim Holland and Carl Meyer at the Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology (HIMB) have
been working to tag and then track tiger shark movements in Hawaiian waters.
Periodically the group catches, tags and releases sharks. The tags report via satellite
when the animal is at the surface and the data are then updated manually.
The first step is to convert distances into miles per hour to ensure the locations are
realistic. This is done using functions in an existing Excel spreadsheet (there are
instructions on the server to create a new spreadsheet in case it’s needed).
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Originally the data were transmitted via email to two different accounts (HAWAII
BILLFISH and sharktracker), and there were two different excel sheets with data
depending on where the data came from. This was done daily at 14:00 HST. The email service was shut down in late 2015, and now data need to be retrieved from
the Wildlife Computer web site.
As of November 2015, there were 29 sharks displayed on the PacIOOS website:
1. SharkTracker: 081182, 133361, 133362, 133363, 133365, 133366, 133367,
133368, 133369, 133370, 133371, 133372, 133373
2. HAWAII BILLFISH: 122984, 122985, 132062, 132063, 134780, 137070,
137072, 137073, 137074, 137077, 137078, 137079, 144554, 144555,
144556, 145989
The following sharks are not displayed on the PacIOOS Website, and no longer need
to be screened. They are either hammerhead tracks or "floaters."
1. Sharktracker: 133364, 082185, 081289
2. HAWAII BILLFISH: 062226, 088778, 095117, 095118, 117936, 122981,
132056, 134781, 139049
Data logs are stored on the PacIOOS GoogleDrive for HAWAII BILLFISH and
Sharktracker (must be given access), or on lawelawe in
/export/lawelawe/pacioos/sharks/DataLogs. Data processing steps
follow.
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Figure 53. Top page of shark tracking project.

Download data:
1. Go to: http://my.wildlifecomputers.com/
• e-mail address: sharklabhawaii@gmail.com
• password:
2. Once logged in, click the "View Data" tab on the upper left, if it's not already
selected (it should be selected by default). You should see a table with all
the tags that Dr. Holland/Meyer have. The columns will be labeled with
Program #, PTT, Serial, Decoded As, etc.
3. Sort according to the 8th column (Last Data Date) so that the most recent
dates are at the top.
4. If the last data date is more recent than the last fix for the appropriate shark,
select the row by clicking the checkbox on the left. The bottom of the page
should show two tabs: “Summary” and “Map”. If you click on the Summary,
you will be able to view the summary data for each tag. To make sure that
new ARGOS data (not Mote data) have been recorded, scroll down to the
"Argos Doppler Summary" on the right hand column. This will give you the
last location date, coordinates, and class.
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5. Select all rows/tags that need to be updated by checking their appropriate
boxes.
6. Click the blue Download button on the top left of the table. This will
download a zip file to your computer. If more than one tag is selected, it will
download as a 'batch' file. Otherwise, it will download with the name of the
tag for which you selected. It is recommended that these be saved to a local
computer's Download folder and then deleted each day after having updated
the site, so there is no confusion as to which folder is the most recent.
7. Unzip the file. Each tag folder should contain .csv files for -All, -Argos, Corrupt, -Labels, -Locations, -RawArgos, -Status, -Summary, as well as .kmz,
.txt, etc. files. The main file is the Argos.csv file.
Converting data:
1. A python script was written to strip the data from its original .csv format to
one that can be directly ingested in the PacIOOS Tiger Shark page.
2. Open terminal and change your directory to the one that holds the __Argos.csv file.
3. sftp pacioos@lawelawe.pacioos.hawaii.edu (password: x)
4. cd /export/lawelawe/pacioos/sharks
5. This should contain the most recent .csv and .txt files for the sharks. It will
also contain csv2argos.py (which will convert the .csv to .txt)
6. Add the appropriate .csv file to the folder (put __-Argos.csv). If there is
already a .csv file with the same name, go ahead and overwrite it to the most
recent version.
7. Close out of the sftp and ssh to the same directory.
8. Convert the .csv file into the ingestible .txt file
./csv2argos.py __-Argos.csv > __-Argos.txt
9. View the new .txt file and make sure that it has the most recent data
vi __-Argos.txt
10. Check this against the raw .csv file you downloaded (you will have to sort it
in excel) to make sure it is correct.
11. The new data should look like this:
133366 Date : 24.09.15 18:51:44
: 20.9581N Lon2 : 156.4095W
133366 Date : 24.09.15 19:46:09
: 20.9326N Lon2 : 156.3635W

LC : B

IQ : Lat1 : 20.9581N

Lon1 : 156.4095W

Lat2

LC : B

IQ : Lat1 : 20.9326N

Lon1 : 156.3635W

Lat2

Add data to log:
Since the previous data were obtained by two e-mails, there are two excel logs for
2015 and prior. Once the new year begins, it will be easiest to compile all data into
one succinct excel file. Each year has its own excel file. Each month is given its
own tab in each file. This allows efficient sorting of the data. The first sheet in each
excel should be a general overview of the sharks in circulation, including field data
by Dr. Holland/Meyer, if provided. There should also be a Distance Formula sheet
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with the appropriate conversion formulas. If this has been lost or needs to be recreated, scroll to the bottom of this document for directions.
Each sheet (month) should have the following column headers:
A1 = ID (the shark's ID number, ex: 133366)
B1 = Date (the date of the location fix in the format dd.mm.yy)
C1 = Time (the time of the location fix in hh:mm:ss)
D1 = LC (the accuracy of the location fix, can be Z, B, A, 0, 1, 2, 3 - will explain
later)
E1 = Lat1 (the first lat coordinate provided, ex: 20.9326N)
F1 = Lon1 (the first long coordinate provided, ex: 156.3653W)
G1 = Lat2 (the second lat coordinate, same format)
H1 = Lon2 (the second long coordinate, same format)
1. Fill in the appropriate information on the excel document.
• Enter dates as dd.mm.yy (this will help with sorting)
• Enter times as hh:mm:ss (military time)
2. Select all the data in the spreadsheet and sort by column A (ID) from A to Z,
then by column B (Date) by Z to A, then by column C (Time) by Z to A. This
will sort the data so that the most recent locations for each tag group are on
the top.
Screening the data:
1. The color coding system is interpreted as follows:
• red text = point is on land, disregard altogether
• orange text = point is not within the range of swim speed for the shark, or
the point is a Z class
• black text, no fill = point has not been added to the live page (possibly
because it is not a permitted shark)
• green fill = point has passed all tests and has been added to the live page
successfully
2. Use column G to write various notes about the data:
• g = passed all tests, good to go for entry into live page
• too fast = point is not within the range of swim speed for the shark
• z class = point is in the Z class and not accurate enough to put on the live
page
• g, but wait = passed all tests but only barely; wait for more data to
confirm
Test for points on land:
1. Go to the Shark Track Entry Tool: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/cgibin/shark.py
• username: pacioos
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• password x
2. Copy and paste each coordinate group into the text box individually:
- ex.
133366 Date : 24.09.15 18:51:44 LC : B IQ :
Lat1 : 20.9581N Lon1 : 156.4095W Lat2 : 20.9581N Lon2 : 156.4095W
3. Click "preview." This will give you one (or two) markers on a Google Map.
Sometimes ARGOS points give two different coordinates. One will be very
deep into the Pacific, away from the MHI. Ignore this point and focus on the
one closest to the MHI.
4. If the point (or points) are on land, color the appropriate entry in the excel
sheet in red. You may have to zoom in to determine whether the points are
actually on land or just in very shallow water.
5. Continue through all the new points for each shark. DO NOT ADD ANY
SHARKS TO VOYAGER YET.
Test for swim speed:
1. Once points have been coded in red, ignore them for the remainder of data
entry.
2. If any points have the "LC" Z, change the text color to orange, and make a
note. Ignore them for the remainder of data entry.
3. Find the most recent "green" location for the tag you are evaluating.
4. Copy and paste the coordinates of this location into the 'Distance Formula'
sheet. Make sure that you are using the correct point if two are provided. If
you are unsure which is "correct," copy and paste the original data from the
.txt to the Shark Track Entry Tool. Click on the point closest to the MHI to find
the coordinates, but DO NOT add this point to Voyager yet.
5. Remove the "N" and "W" designations from the coordinates in the Distance
Formula sheet.
6. Convert the time of the most recent "green" location to hours and enter this
into C2.
• ex. 15:20:00 will change to 15.33 (Make an educated guess if the time is
between those in the chart).
7. Copy and paste the first in-water coordinate after the last "green" location
(A3, B3)
8. Remove the "N" and "W" designations from the coordinates in the Distance
Formula sheet.
9. Convert the time of this newer location to hours and enter this into C3. Note:
If the newer location has a different date than the last green point, you will
need to add 24 hours to this hour time.
• ex. Last green location = 01.01.15 2:45:00; next location = 02.01.15
1:30:00 C2 = 2.75; C3 = 24.5 (NOT 1.5)
10. Look at G2: Does the number exceed +/- 4? If so, the point exceeds the
average accepted swim speed for the shark, so highlight the entry in the
monthly sheet in orange and write a comment that it is too fast. If not, the
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point is within the average swim speed for the shark, so comment with a "g"
in the monthly sheet.
11. Repeat with the rest of the points, changing the most recent "green" location
to the most recent location that has passed the speed test.
NOTE: Sometimes you will get two points for one time, or a series of points that are
so close together that some may pass this test and others may not. In these cases,
revert to the LC locations of each sharks and make your best judgment as to which
would provide the most accurate location fix. Discrepancies like these are why we
only write notes as to whether the locations have passed the speed test and don't
directly add them to Voyager. Sometimes shuffling must occur.
The hierarchy for the LC (location class) accuracy from least accurate to most
accurate is as follows:
• Z = error estimates too large to provide distinct range (most often doesn't
even provide coordinates)
• B = error estimates too large to provide distinct range, but may still be
accurate
• A = error estimates too large to provide distinct range, but may still be
accurate
• 0 = the location has an error radius of >1,500 m (the shark could actually
be 1,600 m away from the point)
• 1 = the location has an error radius of 500-1500 m (the shark could
actually be 500-1500 m away from the point)
• 2 = the location has an error radius of 250-500 m (the shark could
actually be 250-500 m away from the point)
• 3 = the location has an error radius of <250 m (the shark is within 250 m
of the point)
LCs are derived from the location of the satellite at the time at which the tag was
detected. LC 3 denotes a time in which the satellite was directly overhead and could
get an accurate fix of the shark; LC B denotes a time in which the satellite was
probably at the horizon and could get the fix of the shark but it may not be accurate.
Sometimes even the highest LCs are on land. If so, ignore them. If two points are
recorded at the same time, choose the one with the highest LC. If two points are
close in time and show discrepancies in swim speed, choose the one with the highest
LC. If two points are close in time and show discrepancies in swim speed but have
the same LC, choose the one that is closest to the last "green" location.
Add data and tracks to Voyager:
1. Once you have documented all the correct points to add to voyager, return to
the Shark Track Entry Tool.
• http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/cgi-bin/shark.py
• username: pacioos
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• password:
2. Copy and paste the coordinate block into the text box as it appears in the .txt
file.
• Once again, do this individually.
• Make sure to only add sharks that are approved for live entry (Has Dr.
Holland/Meyer given the okay?)
3. Click "preview."
4. Click the location of the point you would like to add to the page and click
"send to Voyager." You will get a loading circle where the "send to Voyager"
button used to be. The first point of the day always takes a while to sync.
Sometimes you may get a javascript error. To avoid these, click/drag the map
around every so often as the first point is being ingested.
5. If successful, you should get a notification at the bottom of the page, with an
option to add another point or to view the point in Voyager.
6. Once successful, highlight the appropriate data entry in the monthly excel in
green.
7. Continue until all new data points have been successfully added.
8. Check that the most recent points have been added to the PacIOOS Tiger
Shark Tracking Page
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/sharks/). If you notice issues
here (sharks that shouldn't be there, location not updating correctly, etc.)
contact John Maurer (jmaurer@hawaii.edu).
9. Log out of the Shark Track Entry Tool.
Miscellaneous notes:
1. John Maurer (jmaurer@hawaii.edu) has made directions that are
available on the PacIOOS wiki for how to remove bad points (in case, for
example, something was added in error)
(https://sites.google.com/site/hioosdmac/voyager/removing-bad-tigershark-locations)
2. John can also remove points if needed.
3. If new sharks have been ok’d for addition to the page, make sure you get the
original tagging location and time and the TL (total length) of the individual
from Dr. Holland/Meyer. Next, e-mail John Maurer
(jmaurer@hawaii.edu) with this information and wait for his 'okay' to
begin actually adding the points to the page. You may begin filtering the data
before this time.
4. If the original excel sheet has been lost and a new one is needed:
a. Create new excel sheet with the following column headers:
• A1 = Latitude
• B1 = Longitude
• C1 = Time
• D1 = Slope(deg)
• E1 = Slope(miles)
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b.
c.

d.

e.
f.

g.

E.

• F1 = Time Difference(hours)
• G1 = Rate(mph)
Enter lat/long coordinates as they appear in the text file into A2, B2
and A3, B3.
Enter the time (after converted to hours) in C1 and C2. Here are the
correct time conversions (I suggest adding this table somewhere on
the sheet for easy access):
Minutes
Hour Decimal Value
5
0.08
10
0.17
15
0.25
20
0.33
25
0.42
30
0.50
35
0.58
40
0.67
45
0.75
50
0.83
55
0.92
In D2, you should have the following formula:
=SQRT(((A3-A2)^2)+((B3-B2)^2))
This provides a slope between the two coordinates (the minimum
amount of distance the shark would have traveled to get from point A
to point B).
In E2, you should have the following formula:
=D2*69
This converts the slope from degrees to miles.
In F2, you should have the following formula:
=(C2-C3)
This provides a numerical value for the amount of time it took the
shark to swim from A to B.
G2, you should have the following formula:
=E1/F1
This provides a mph value for the minimum amount of time the shark
could have swam from A to B.

Sea Level Rise Inundation Risk

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/slr/
Among the impacts associated with climate change is the threat of rising sea levels.
Recent projections of global sea level rise (SLR) estimate an increase of up to 1
meter or higher above current sea levels. This is of particular concern to low-lying
coastal communities and ecosystems which are exposed to a variety of coastal
hazards, such as tsunamis and hurricanes. These hazards and the resulting risk to
coastal areas can be exacerbated by SLR. A thorough risk and vulnerability
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assessment includes the mapping of inundation and an analysis of social and
economic impacts as a result of SLR and associated coastal hazards.
In late 2013 PacIOOS received some funding through UH SeaGrant as part of a
Coastal Storms project. Dolan Eversole provided some layers that he wanted to be
displayed in an interactive viewer.

Figure 54. Sea level rise project page.

F.

Ocean Acidification

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/acidification/
Ocean acidification (OA) was identified as a key issue within IOOS, and PacIOOS was
encouraged to serve OA-relevant data. The only PacIOOS assets that were
measuring OA parameters (e.g., pH, CO2, etc.) were the water quality buoys. These
data (at least for the DeCarlo buoys) go to NOAA/PMEL for analysis and distribution,
so instead of releasing OA data, it was decided to develop a set of project pages for
OA and present data/information from all the buoys in the Pacific. Most are
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maintained by PMEL and the data come from there. The buoys that are currently
available are:
Hawaii: WQBAW, WQBKN, CRIMP, Kaneohe, WHOTS
FSM: Chuuk, FSM
TAO: 110°W, 125°W, 140°W, 155°W, 170°W, 165°E, 8°S 165°E (unless
specified, the latitude is on the equator, 0)

Figure 55. Top page for ocean acidification project.

All the OA pages are in the lawelawe web directory
(/usr/local/apache/htdocs) in projects/acidification. The data are
read from the PMEL site by scripts in /export/lawelawe1/co2/. The data, once
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downloaded, are passed through to DataTurbine using the script co2_update.sh.
This script is in /export/lawelawe/marciath/co2_buoys and is run via cron
every hour at 15 past the hour. Next, the script putdata_co2_DTarchive.sh
is run on the BBL server (/home/kilonalu/dataFromLawelawe/) at 20 past
the hour to put the data into the archive and RBNB sides of DT. Note that this script
runs putdate_CO2BUOY_DTarchive.sh then CO2BUOY-recreate-DTchannel.sh to insert into real-time feed and then creates a .dat file to put into
the archive portion of DT).
The next step is to update the web pages. The initial script is
/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/projects/acidification/data/run_co2.sh

run at 03:00 HST. This script adds the most recent data to the text files in this
directory. The dynamic plots (done with DyGraphs) then read from these text files.
The script run_co2.sh runs two additional scripts: co2_getdata.sh to reformat
the CO2 buoy data from PMEL and save it in the data subdirectory, and then
co2_getrecent.sh to grab the very last line in the files from
/export/lawelawe1/co2/, which would be the latest data from the buoys.
Each CO2 buoy has a .php and .js named after the buoy all located in the
acidification subdirectory. The javascript helps with reading the data and creating
the google map with location. Fancy plotting is using dygraphs
(http://dygraphs.com/). The textfile with all current buoy data is read in and
plotted (data from the ./data folder)

G.

Hawaii Coral Cover

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/projects/coral/
Researchers Erik Franklin and Megan Donohue at the Hawaii Institute of Marine
Biology (HIMB) did some work on forecasting coral coverage in the Hawaiian
Islands based on climate models. This was an unfunded project, but PacIOOS was
able to display their results via a web viewer.
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Figure 56. Coral cover in Hawaii project page.

H.

Mamala Bay

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/projects/malama/mamalaoverview.php
In late 2008 Jim Potemra met with Brian Taylor (Dean, SOEST) and Ross Tanimoto
(Director of City and County Department of Environmental Services). Ross
explained that the Division of Environmental Quality was looking to contract to
UHM for the management of data collected near outfall sites. These data are
collected roughly four times per year, but it was not known where the data were
kept. Ross wanted HIOOS (at the time) to track down these data, store them on local
HIOOS machines, and provide the City with access. Brian Taylor estimated an
annual cost of $50,000.
In early 2009 Chris Ostrander began working with UH (mostly Jennifer Teramoto)
and City and County personnel (Cleveland Jaramilla) to establish a memo of
agreement for this work. This process was very long and involved, and during
which CJ (Cleveland) left the City and Lesley Toyota took over. Ultimately the
“grant” was put in place and provided HIOOS with $50,000 per year for five years,
starting in February 2010 (so period of performance was Feb 2010 through Feb
2015). The project was entitled “Management of City and County of Honolulu Water
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Quality and Oceanographic Data." Money didn’t actually start arriving until early
2011.
During this time Jim met with CJ (Feb 2010) and separately with Lesley (May 2011).
It became clear that they did not know where the data were or even what the
purpose of this project was. Jim and Lesley decided since the original data could not
be tracked down, instead HIOOS would focus on collecting and hosting the data
collected during the Mamala Bay study of 1995. This study includes, among other
things, data from the outfall sites and was partly funded by the City.
Funds from the “grant” were ultimately used to support quality control of water
quality measurements from HIOOS, specifically personnel in DeCarlo’s group. This
was then discontinued in July of 2013. Eventually Jim removed himself from this
project and Chris Ostrander became PI for the funds (request through JIMAR in
August 2013). It is not clear what deliverables came from this effort.
The City’s Division of Environmental Quality provides essential services for the
collection, treatment and disposal of treated wastewater for the majority of
businesses and residences on the island of Oahu. Currently, the department owns
and operates nine wastewater treatment plants, of which three discharge to
underground injection wells (Paalaa Kai, Kahuku and Waimanalo Wastewater
Treatment Plants (WWTPs), one discharge to a inland water body (Wahiawa
WWTP) and four to ocean submerged outfalls (Sand Island, Honouliuli, Waianae and
Kailua Regional WWTPs). The City also owns and operates a wastewater
reclamation facility at Laie.
As required by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
permits of the Sand Island, Honouliuli, Waianae and Kailua Regional WWTPs, the
City’s Oceanographic Team frequently samples the water nears the plant’s
respective ocean outfalls. Samples are analyzed by the City laboratory or its
contracted laboratory. With limited resources, the City currently houses and
manages these data.
In addition, a study was funded in the mid-1990’s to study the coastal waters of
south Oahu (a.k.a., “the Mamala Bay study”). PacIOOS student help took the data
report from this study and produced the Mamala Bay project page. The original
data were found on Pat Caldwell’s archive, and Jim was able to compile all the data
locally in mid-2013. Links to these data are found on the project pages as well.
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Figure 57. Mamala Bay project page.

I.

Liquid Robotics Wave Glider

URL: http://pacioos.org/

The company Liquid Robotics produces a variety of autonomous gliders, and
representatives from LR have served on the PacIOOS governing board. Through this
partnership PacIOOS has served data from a few of their glider surveys (publically
available data). Through the certification process in late 2015, it was determined
that the data were not properly quality controlled. The decision was then made to
remove the data from the data servers and provide them via a project page.
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Figure 58. Liquid Robotics project page.

J.

Kiosk

In early 2010, JIMAR donated a set of flat panel (essentially 32-inch flat-screen tv’s).
Marcie Grabowski was leading the outreach component of PacIOOS at the time, and
she worked with Jim to use these machines as remote displays (kiosks) that would
highlight PacIOOS activities. The original concept was to create these and set them
up in various locations, e.g., the Honolulu Aquarium, various hotel lobbies, etc. The
original JIMAR donation provided funds for 11 screens, 11 EeeBox minicomputers
and a set of HDMI cables.
The group flounder around for about a year trying to design and deploy these kiosks
(mainly because the data group was busy working on data servers and web page
development). Various groups were engauged to try and assit, including Leon
Geschwind and Matt McBride (NOAA/PSC), Evan (Archinoetics), Brian Chee (UHM)
and others. Finally, in early 2011 a subcontract was put in place to hire Troy Tanner
(UW/APL). Troy had experience with similar devices deployed by NANOOS.
Troy worked on the kiosks from early 2011 (March?) through the middle of 2012.
The code was then turned over to PacIOOS. By July 2014 all the kiosks had been
configured and deployed. The locations are:
1. NOAA Mokupapapa Discovery Center in Hilo
2. University of Guam library
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3. Windward Community College (Kaneohe, Oahu)
4. Windward Mall (Kaneohe, Oahu)
5. Whalers Village (Lahaina, Maui)
6. UH Maui College (new) Science Building (Wailuku, Maui)
7. Maui Ocean Center (Wailuku, Maui)
8. Dolphin Quest (Kona, Hawaii Island)
9. Hawaii State Art Museum (Honolulu, Oahu)
10. Kauai (not yet delivered, but kiosk complete)
11. College of Marshall Islands in Majuro
The philosophy behind the kiosk code was to have everything run on the local
EeeBox, but access the PacIOOS servers when needed. Joe has setup a remote login
and can monitor these remotely. The code resides on lawelawe in a main kiosk
directory with a configuration file (the configuration file contains, among other
things, the abiity to turn on/off the “alert” scroll at the bottom as well as the content
in the alert). The site-specific scripts are then run like normal web page with a
qualifier for the site. For example, the Honolulu kiosk is run using
www.pacioos.org/kiosk/index.php?location=honolulu =kiosk

Alternaltely, there are options to run the kiosk menus on the side (click to select,
mode=web) or to run automatically (kiosk mode):
www.pacioos.org/kiosk/index.php?location=hilo&mode=kiosk

The configuration file config/kiosk.txt has all the information regarding the
pages, timing and overlays. A separate direction, content/ has the site-specific
content such as images. Finally, kiosk/lib/parameters.php contains all of the
parameters necessary to run the kiosk. The most important parameter is
$GLOBALS["PARAMS"]["app_path"] which defines where the kiosk resides relative
to website root.
To update or upload data to a kiosk,
1. turn on tunnelblick to make connection, then log onto the kiosk
2. config/kiosk.txt - switch “location:: default” to that particular location
3. upload to kiosk: var/www/kiosk
4. service apache2 restart (restart the formatting to update the kiosk)
5. can view changes with internet browser (example: http://10.9.0.13/kiosk/)
6. change permissions
7. check alignment on flat screen and adjust if necessary

K.

Water Quality (Focus Area)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/waterquality/
In an attempt to provide information about water quality (as one of four focus areas
in PacIOOS), a set of web pages were developed. The top page has links to four main
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sections:
1. Water quality platforms
2. Turbidity plume model
3. State water quality measurements
4. AUV surveys
The last of these, the AUV survey page, shows tracks and data from a few REMUS
surveys done in the early days of HIOOS by Geno Pawlak’s group. The AUV is not
longer used.
The second one shows a premade animation made from ROMS forecasts that shows
how a simuation plume advects and disperses out of the Ala Wai Canal. This was
developed to show how the point measurements of water quality from the NSS and
WQB could be used in an integrated product. The model is initialized with NSS
turbidity measurements, and the ROMS model simulates the pathways. The
animations are produced daily and files are simply overwritten to give the most
recent one each day.
The last two links provide information from the PacIOOS and State water quality
measurements. These require more attention as they involve a series of scripts that
need to run regularly. The first
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/waterquality/wqplatforms.php)
provides a map-based interface from which users can select a WQB or NSS platform.
Once selected, a pop-up will appear over the map and show the latest measurement
values. Below the map are timeseries plots for that platform, with a pull-down
selection option for the past seven days, the past thirty days, or month-long plots
from the archive.
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Figure 59. Sample page from PacIOOS water quality platform focus area.
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The final link on the water quality focus area provides access to the water quality
data from the City and County Clean Water Branch. The pages provide location
maps, recent data via popup and premade time-series plots. The data are pulled via
cron job (cwb_update.sh) daily at 10:45 HST. The script gets the data from the
PacIOOS ERDDAP server and then runs a Matlab script (cwb_grab_graph.m) to
make the plots (site-specific scripts are first run, e.g., hawaii.m).
In cwb_grab_graph.m: The code loops through every site provided. 150 days of
CWB data is pulled from ERDAPP through the lawelawe server, this is then broken
down into 7 days and 30 days ago (these are saved into textfiles to be read by the
javascript; example: day_7_kauai.txt and day_30_kauai.txt). Data is
plotted for the 150 days (if there is that much available).
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Figure 60. Sample page showing State of Hawaii water quality measurements.

L.

Wave buoys (Focus Area Ocean, Beach and Harbor Conditions)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/conditions/

Similar to the water quality focus area, a set of pages are organized under the
heading of “Ocean, Beach and Harbor Conditions”. These pages include links to the
beach photos, beach safety site, etc.:
• Today's Beach Photos (Waikiki and Waimea)
• Hawaii Beach Safety Conditions
• Surf Forecast
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•
•
•
•

Harbor Conditions
NOAA Circulation Study at Ordinance Reef
PacIOOS Wave Buoys
Animations of Ocean Model Forecasts

The beach safety site is no longer maintained by PacIOOS and links to the external
site developed by Ben Studer. The surf forecast site goes to an old, experimental site
maintained by Fai Cheung’s group. “Harbor Conditions” is a link to a site developed
by Doug Luther’s group, and it shows water level forecasts for Barber’s Point. The
Ordinance Reef link is to the project page described earlier, and the model
animation link goes to very old animations done by Jim Potemra (a set of GrADS
scripts to generate the plots and javascript to animate them). These are no longer
maintained.
The final link, and probably most used and intricate, is to wave buoy data. Actually,
wave buoy data are offered in two different places on the PacIOOS website, the
dashboard for the different regions and on the Wave buoy pages. The processing is
done in two ways, and the original code was developed by Jerome Aucun and later
refined by Chris Kontoes.
For the dashboard instances, e.g., the Hawaii Conditions at a Glance, Waves tab
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/regions/hawaii.php), the wave buoy product
is updated every time the page is opened. These are created using php, css and
javascript codes located in /usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/regions
where regions include Guam (guam.php, guam_waves.js), Hawaii
(hawaii.php, hawaii_waves.js), Marshall Islands (marshall.php,
marshall_waves.js) and American Samoa (samoa.php, samoa_waves.js).
The javascripts uses cgi-bin/get_data.py to grab the wave buoy data and then
sets a color box and adds in the data in the boxes on the dashboard.
The Wave Buoy page (http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/wavebuoy/index.php)
are maintained on lawelawe in a subdirectory called wavebuoy within the PacIOOS
web directory. Each wave buoy has 4 available data graphs that are updated
regularly during the day (4 times a day for the WWIII, 15 minutes for the other
three:
1. observation table
2. wave plot
3. directional spectra (and a spectrum plot is available below this graph on the
page)
4. WaveWatchIII forecast, these are all updated regularly through the day.
Three scripts are automatically run on crontab. First,
run_ww3_ipdate_bull.sh calls
ww3_update_bull.py script to grab the latest bulletins from the noaa site
(http://polar.ncep.noaa.gov/waves); ww3_functions.py has the station lists and
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ww3_plot_bull.py plots the new graph.

Figure 61. Example WWIII forecast time-series for buoy location.

Next, run_update_buoy.sh runs update_buoy.py that calls functions in
buoy_data_func.py (creates data tables, plots wave height/direction/dominant
period) and plot_buoy_spec.py (plots the buoy spectra from data grabbed from
the buoy spectral file).
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Figure 62. Example wave buoy plots/table from web site.

New data are added to the web site as follows:
1. Add the new buoy to the scripts:
/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/wavebuoy/wb_scripts/
2. In ww3_functions.py, add new buoy in variables 'favs_short' and
'favs_long'(look on the WW3 website to see which bulletin is closest to
the wave buoy)
3. In ww3_plot_bull.py, add new buoy in the load_buoy function, add the
first three letters of the new buoy after
Wai|Ipa|Mok|Bar|Kan|Pau|Kau|Hil|Tan|Rit|Kal|Han|Aun to search for the
data.
4. For more advanced users: you can add the first three letters of your buoy in
the get_swell_window to which ever direction you know the wave spectra
will be coming from.
5. In the plot_WWIII_bull function, add the first three letters of your
buoy to the appropriate time zone and further down add an 'elif
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re.compile('NEW').search(location): ' and etc to the if/elif list (which has all
the other wave buoys there already)
6. In ww3_location_table.txt, add the buoy and WW3 bulletin
information.
7. In run_update_buoy.sh, add in new wave buoy in location list.
8. In update_buoy.py, add new wave buoy in lnkfiles variable - three times
using the location name and buoy number (e.g., 'justdar.cdip?202+pm',
'Hanalei.par'), ('justdar.cdip?202+sp', 'Hanalei.spec'),
('justdar.cdip?202+pm+'+timelength, 'Hanalei_7day.par')). Also in the three
times that has the list
'Wai|Mok|Kau|Ipa|Kal|Hil|Pau|Bar|Rit|Kan|Tan|Han|Aun', add in the newest
wave buoy first three letters.
9. In buoy_data_func.py in the functions para_table and
para_table1, add the first three letters of your buoy to the appropriate
time zone.
10. In plot_buoy_spec.py in the function plot_cdip_spec, add the first
three letters of your buoy to the appropriate time zone
11. In spectrum.py, add new buoy to filenames list and use the station ID
number for the data_spec, later in the code, add the first three letters of your
buoy to the appropriate time zone
12. Update the landing page
(http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/wavebuoy/index.php)
13. Update sidebar navigation
(/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/navigation/wavebuoynav.php)
14. Create the following pages and edit accordingly to new wave buoy, e.g., for
Hanalei:
a. hanaleibuoy.php: landing page for the wave buoy, usually has 4
panels
b. hanaleibuoy_graph.php: has the wave height/direction/dominant
period graph
c. hanaleibuoy_spectrum.php: has the directional spectra and energy
spectrum graph
d. hanaleibuoy_table_m.php: has the observational data table in metric
units (m/deg/s/C)
e. hanaleibuoy_table.php: has the observational data table in English
units (ft/deg/s/F)
f. hanaleibuoy_ww3.php: has the WW3 graph

M.

Inundation and sea level (Focus Area Coastal Hazards and Resiliency)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/hazards/
Grouped in this focus area are links to pages and data that are mainly for harbor and
near-shore conditions. These include:
•
•

Six-day High Sea Level Forecasts
Harbor Surge Forecasts
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Wave Run-Up Forecasts
Beach Safety Site
Hawaii Coastal Erosion
Tsunami Hazard Information Service, Tsunami Evacuation Zones
Pacific Tsunami Warning Center Messages
Storm/Hurricane Preparedness

The top three are all products developed within PacIOOS by Doug Luther’s group.
The remaining four are all links to external sites. The sea level forecasts slightly
different in their makeup and complexity.
Six-day sea level forecasts are made for nine locations: Hilo, Kawaihae, Honolulu,
Kahului, Nawiliwili, Kaneohe, Pago Pago, Palau (Malakal) and Guam (Apra Harbor).
These are primarily based on observations and forecasts of the tides. The forecasts
do not include the effects of surges that are the result of infragravity waves (1-60
minute period oscillations that are forced by either rapidly-changing winds or shortperiod, 1-30 second, gravity waves that are commonly called ‘sea and swell’).
Forecasted surges due to infragravity waves are included in the “wave runup
forecasts” product described later. The forecast product described herein also
does not include forecasts of high sea level due to tsunamis or due to large storms
(i.e., storm surge). Forecasts of these two types of high sea level events are prepared
and disseminated by the U.S. National Weather Service for U.S. territories and
possessions.
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Figure 63. Example six-day sea level forecast.

The second link is to harbor surge forecasts. At present PacIOOS only has one of
these for Haleiwa. The forecast includes observations and a forecast, along with
threshold lines for extreme events.
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Figure 64. Harbor surge web page.

The final sea level product, and probably the most popular, provides predictions of
wave runup. These predictions are constructed used a complex set of calculations
using wave model output, high-resolution bathymetry, and estimates of sea level. At
present there are forecasts available for Waikiki, Oahu North Shore, Kwajalein
(RMI) and Majuro (RMI).
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Figure 65. Example wave run-up foreacst.

N.

Modeling (Focus Area)

URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/modeling/
The modeling focus area was setup for a couple different reasons. First, it was a way
to show quick plots of the model forecast output with lat/lon maps of variables at
certain times (both variable and time selected by pull-down menu). Second, it was a
place to show the model diagnostics (impact of assimilation, comparison of model to
observations, etc.). Finally, it was a place to put model-related tools such as the
particle drifter and vertical slice visualizers. These are described in more detail in
the following sections.
1. Particle tracking tool
URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/modeling/ROMS_trajectory.php
On the webpage, a user determines location of drifters and sets time/date
(/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/focus/modeling/ROMS_trajectory.php). Once
the 'Show Trajectories' button is pressed, then trajectory_v3.js:
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• creates the drop down menu dates (on page load) and adds the drifters onto
the google map (if click on map, or through entering lon/lat on page)
• shows the region areas (red outline) of the model (on page load)
• saves user input data into an url to be sent to /usr/local/apache/cgibin where /usr/local/apache/cgi-bin/go_romstrajectory.sh
is run.
The script go_romstrajectory.sh then
• reads in user selected region, start time, lat/lon of drifters and saves into file to
be used into ROMS offline
• uses ROMS offline to run
(http://web.atmos.ucla.edu/~capet/Myresearch/my_research_floats.html).
This model was precompiled in (the folder: Roms_offline_2.0.1) using the
specified grid; Note if the grids change, you must recompile ROMS offline or
the trajectory does not work.
• Also uses the user selected information to set up to run the correct model
(region)
In /usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/focus/modeling/trajectory/, the offline
model is run inside this folder; below are some of the important scripts used
• REGION_start_model_tmp.sh: runs the models
• REGION_tmp.in: parameters to be used in the models
• roms_hiig_forward, roms_off_hiog_new, roms_off_hiomsg_new_v2 are the
offline model executables
Once the offline model finishes running, trajectory_v3.js reads a textfile in
/usr/local/apache/htdocs/pacioos/focus/modeling/trajectory/data that contains
the drifter information with time. A drifter trajectory is then plotted onto the google
map, and available link to the data in column format is available on the page.
2. ROMS Transects
URL: http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/focus/modeling/ROMS_transect.php
This is another web-based tool whereby users can make plots of model variables
along a track as a function depth. On the webpage, user selects Region, date, time,
variable, and two points on the google map. Once 'Create Transect' button is
pressed, the following occurs (via transect_v3.js):
• on page load, the red polygons showing the regions appear
• user input data is sent to /usr/local/apache/cgi-bin/go_romstransect.sh and a
new blank webpage is opened
• the user data inserted into a temporary NCL file to be graphed (done by
go_romstransect.sh)
• the specific variable calculations are done and the transect is then graphed
using NCL
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